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Even when he was little, Philippe Bertrand was fascinated by the window displays of pastry
and chocolate shops. He has always enjoyed tasting intricate pastries like millefeuilles and
cream puffs and when he was 15 years old, he decided to make a career of it.
His appetite for challenge and perfection naturally led him to excel in his career. At just 28
years old, in 1997, he obtained peer recognition and the ultimate award when he became the
youngest “Best Chocolatier and Confectioner in France”.
Recognized for his enthusiasm, passion and precision, he went on to run workshops and
demonstrations for professionals around the world: Singapore, Tokyo, New York, London,
Barcelona, Mauritius, Seychelles and Dubai…
He exercises his talents as the manager of the Chocolate Academy FranceTM and takes great
pleasure in supervising the “ambassador” chefs who work for the Premium brand: CACAO
BARRY, used by Pastry Chefs, Chocolatiers and Restaurant Owners from all 5 continents.
His everyday life is embraced by creative trends used for culinary and gastronomic
photographs and online videos, which can be either educational or artistic.
Often solicited by the media (TV programmes like Masterchef or Des Racines et des Ailes,
radio) for his skills and creativity, Philippe also features in various publications dedicated to
the world of Pastry and Chocolate Making.
He also likes passing on and sharing his expertise and passion to young talents through social
networking.
His availability and accessibility are recognised by all.
For him, a successful dessert “finds a balance between flavours and textures in order to
make you burst with pleasure”.
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Philippe
Bertrand
Instagram
Twitter
Facebook

@chef_philippe_bertrand
@chef_bertrand
Chef Philippe Bertrand

Best chocolatier and pastry chef in france,
Manager of the chocolate academy™ france.

France
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How can you not
be inspired by
nature?

Its curved and gentle shapes
embodying its graceful side, and its
rough and wild side, revealing its
power. The salt marshes of the Ile de
Ré, its dunes and outstanding skies
make it a place that I am particular
fond of and it feeds my inspiration in
a very natural way. You just need to
look around yourself and everything
can be a creative source or impulse:
the cracked surface of the marshes,
the stone huts abandoned by
holidaymakers on the beach, the salty
taste that the sea spray leaves behind
or even the subdued light of the
sunsets over the ocean.
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I love being surrounded
by my team so that we can
brainstorm, exchange and
share. There is an old
saying:

Alone we
go faster,
together we go
further...

Horse - riding
Horse-riding surrounded
by nature, to completely
disconnect from the intense
rhythm of my professional
life… Reconnecting with
your wild side imbued with
freedom, far away from
social passions, enables me
to go back to basics. Riding
peacefully over the marshes
or galloping along the beach
between the dunes and the
ocean.
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This nourishes me
and gives me the
creative energy I
need to come up
with new recipes.

Enjoyed raw or cooked, this
vegetable can be candied just as
easily as fruit. Its texture gives
it endless possibilities in pastry
making (decoration, inclusion,
stewed).

textures

The multiple textures of this
“Jardin de Lune” (in English,
“Moon Garden”) can be
discovered when tasting. The
crunchiness, the softness and
the creaminess are revealed on
the palate, as the ingredients are
each handled in a separate way.

The beetroot crisps give it a
crunchy texture, whilst still soft.
Thanks to an extra-fine cut,
the transparency allows us to
discover the incredible structure
of this vegetable…

In my opinion, this is the
vegetable that resembles fruit
the most with its flavours, texture
and extraordinary colour, in
particular in the form of beetroot
crisps.
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Thanks to the Alunga
Chocolate, which is very rich in
powdered milk but with very
little sugar, I obtained perfect
creaminess with a supple
texture and great stability.
The lightness of a sponge cake
provides a naturally rough
texture. This is the element
with the wildest texture in this
dessert.

Tip!
Candying is
a complex
procedure for all
whole fruits.
For peppers, we cut them
into thin strips (0.5 cm).
We candy these strips in
a light syrup made from
sugar and water, so that it
is perfectly absorbed into
the fibres of the vegetable,
whilst leaving the pepper
intense and crunchy.

Tip!
The secret of crisps:
ultra-thin cut using a slicer. The
product must be dried, either in the
oven or in a food dehydrator at a
temperature of around 40°C maximum
to preserve the translucency of the
vegetable

Sweet and
savoury
For this dessert, “Jardin de Lune”, I
was inspired by the sophistication
and elegance of nature. The delicacy
of the half-moon is combined with
the harmony of a garden at dusk. This
dessert, built like a painting, plays on
the search for ataraxia: health of the
body and soul. It is pleasing to the eye
thanks to the harmony and flawlessness
of the lines. Our taste buds are satisfied,
as I handled the ingredients in a
separate way from one another.

This sweet and savoury “Jardin de Lune”
pursues the healthy dessert trend, as
it is less sweet. It blends the natural
sugars of local and seasonal vegetables.
It has the advantage of being multifaceted, as it could be found in a pastry
shop or be served as a dessert in a
restaurant.

The blend of sweet and savoury in this
initiatory dessert provide accuracy and
a perfect balance between the textures,
with a different tasting experience at
every mouthful: the supple crunch of the
beetroot crisps, the candied red pepper,
the freshness of the raspberries…

Beet

Pepper

phenolic
citrus

metal

musty

mushroom

spicy

sour

cheesy
buttery
acidic

roasted

nutty

fried
coffee
caramellic
violet
rose
honey
geranium
floral
vegetable
cereal

cheesy
nutty

roasted
floral
herbal

marine
smoky
citrus
woody

vanilla

spicy

green
fatty

waxy
AROMA WHEEL by FOODPAIRING®

An aroma wheel is a visual representation of the analysis of
an ingredient. Each ingredient contains a series of flavor
molecules. Each flavor molecule has its own description
(smell) (eg .: pineapple, rose, ...) Several descriptions can
be grouped into one group (eg .: herbal, fruity,…)
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green

Fruit paste with
Peppers & Raspberries

Heat at 40°C

Jardine
de lune

21,38%
21,38%

250 g
250 g

Passion fruit purée
Raspberry purée

Add the mixture
1,03%
4,28%

12 g
50 g

Yellow pectin
Caster sugar

Add in gradually, 1/3 at a time

Short crust
pastry

Creamy
Alunga™

42,75% 500 g
8,55% 100 g

Caster sugar
Glucose syrup

Cook at 70°Brix.
Remover from heat and add

Mix together
26,05%
16,39%
5,46%

310 g
195 g
65 g

Cold butter
Icing sugar
Ground almonds

Add
8,40% 100 g
1u

Eggs
Vanilla pod

Then
43,70% 520 g

0,64%

Boil

Flour

Leave to chill.

33,51%
11,34%

325 g
110 g

Single cream
Whole milk

Tartaric acid solution

Pour into the Flexipan 5 mm thick.
Roll in granulated sugar then cut out
0.5cm cubes (side).

Blanch
2,58% 25 g
16,49% 160 g

Glucose
Egg yolks

Make a light custard sauce at 85°C, sieve
through a fine strainer and pour onto
36,08% 350 g

Mini meringues à
la française

Alunga™ Chocolate

Leave to set for l2h at 4°C.
Beat

Roll out pastry (2mm), cut using a stencil
and cook at l65°C.
Sprinkle with MycryoTM butter after
removing the pastry from the oven to
protect the short crust pastry from any
moisture.

7,5 g

33,33%
33,33%

Stewed Raspberries
& Pepper

150 g
150 g

Egg whites
Caster sugar

Add and stiffen with
33,33% 150 g

Caster sugar

Arrange the meringues onto the Silpat
using a fluted piping bag and cook at 90°C
for 5 hours.
Heat at 40°
33,10% 620g
46,45% 870g

Raspberries
Pepper purée

Add
18,58% 348g
1,87% 35g

Cook at l00°C .
Cool at 4°C.
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caster sugar
of pectin NH

Sponge
cake

Mix
5,66% 30 g
67,92% 360 g
15,09% 80 g
6,60% 35 g
4,72% 25 g
tablespoon
			

Icing sugar
Raw egg whites
Raw egg whites
Ground almonds
Flour
Raspberry-flavoured
red food colouring

Set aside for 12h at 4°C.
Fill the siphon, add the Gas and shake.
Remove and cook in microwave for 50 secs
at 1000 Watts.

Candied
peppers

Cut the peppers into 0.5 cm strips.
Make a syrup with
45,45% 1000 g
54,55% 1200 g

of water
Caster sugar

Leave to candy for 72 hours.
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